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Abstract

In this paper we derive performance metrics closed-form expressions of retransmission schemes

such as Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) and Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) in the case of memoryless block

fading channels. As performance metrics, we consider the Packet Error Rate (PER), the efficiency, and

the packet delay. The novelty of the paper is twofold: i) the metrics are considered at the Network

level; ii) we introduce a new general framework which enables us to derive analytically the considered

performance metrics for most retransmission schemes, including recent cross-layer strategies with the

Network layer. The metrics at the Medium Access Control (MAC) level are obtained as a byproduct.

Among the considered retransmission schemes, we especially consider the Incremental Redundancy

HARQ scheme with different lengths redundancy packets.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Retransmission schemes like Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) allow to establish reliable wire-

less links by retransmitting corrupted packets upon error detection. The Hybrid ARQ (HARQ)

is an evolution of the ARQ that associates retransmission mechanisms with channel coding.

Various types of HARQ have been proposed (see [1] and references herein for a global survey)

and they are now included in modern standards such as IEEE802.16 [2] and 3GPP LTE [3].

These retransmisison schemes are implemented by the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer

and their performance evaluation are usually done at the MAC layer.

Until a few years ago, communication systems were designed by considering independently

the different layers following the spirit of the OSI model. Recently, the concept of the cross-layer

design consisting in optimizing jointly the different layers has been introduced in order to improve

the whole network performance. In [4], the authors have proposed an interesting performance

improvement of the ARQ schemes by taking into account that successive MAC packets on which

the ARQ scheme is applied independently belong to the same Network packet. As seen later in

our paper, the work in [4] can be easily extended to any HARQ scheme. As a consequence, the

performance metrics for the cross-layer strategy [4] are computed at the Network layer, and it

is thus necessary to study the performance of the other retransmission schemes at the Network

layer as well in order to compare them.

In order to have a complete view on the system performance, it is necessary to consider the

Packet Error Rate (PER), the efficiency and the delay as performance metrics. Let us firstly

consider the state-of-the-art concerning the analytical performance derivations at the MAC layer.

In the context of infinite number of transmissions per packet, the efficiency and the packet delay

have been computed analytically for HARQ schemes and can be found in [1], [5], [6], [7]. When

the maximum number of transmissions per packet is finite, which is a more realistic assumption,

the derivations are rather difficult: i) the Packet Error Rate (which does not vanish anymore for

finite SNR) can be found in [1], [8] for any type of HARQ; ii) the efficiency in [9] for ARQ, in

[10] for Chase-Combining HARQ (CC-HARQ) in [8], [11] for Incremental Redundancy HARQ

(IR-HARQ), and in [12] for almost any type of HARQ; iii) the delays in [8], [12] for different

types of HARQ. At the Network layer, to our best knowledge, only [4] focused on the analytical

performance derivations. More precisely, in [4] one can find the expressions of the PER and the
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delay for ARQ scheme with their optimized cross-layer strategy and the standard one. One has

to notice that in all above mentioned papers, the length of the transmitted packets is assumed

to be identical which is not necessarly true in practice. Unequal lengths for the transmitted

packets lead to a non-incremental modification of the closed-form expressions of the efficiency

(even at the MAC layer) and will be treated in the paper. Therefore the goal of this paper

is to derive in closed-form the PER, the efficiency, and the delay for a wide range of HARQ

schemes, encompassing both conventional and cross-layer strategies, in the case of memoryless

block fading channels at the Network layer. As a byproduct, some new closed-form expressions

will be provided at the MAC layer.

The document is organized as follows. In Section II we first depict the considered HARQ

schemes, the layer model, the cross-layer strategy, as well as the performance metrics definitions.

In Section III, we derive the closed-form expressions for the different metrics. We especially

prove that the cross-layer strategy is always better in terms of PER, whatever the considered

retransmission scheme. In Section V, we show numerical results of performance metrics for two

different HARQ schemes.

II. COMMUNICATION SCHEME DESCRIPTION

A. The Layer Model

As depicted in Fig. 1, the layer model considered in this paper encompasses physical (PHY),

MAC and Network layers. We assume that the Network layer is an Internet Protocol (IP) but

our work can be applied to any Network layer protocol. In the sequel, the Network layer will be

thus called IP layer/level. At the transmitter side, the MAC layer gets IP packets (IPP) of length

LIPP from IP layer. The kth IP packet, denoted by IPP(k), is fragmented by the Segmentation

And Reassembly (SAR) block into N fragments (shorten to FR in the sequel) {FRk(n)}Nn=1 of

length LFR = LIPP/N (we neglect here the overhead added by the SAR). These packets are fed

into the ReTransmission Manager (RTM) block which implements the retransmission scheme

and generates for each fragment FRk(n) a sequence of packets usually called MAC packets

(MP) MPk,n(m). The number of MP for a given (k, n) depends on the retransmission scheme

considered and will be specified later on. Depending on the retransmission scheme, the MP

may have different lengths and we note δm the length of MPk,n(m). The MP is then provided

to the Physical layer in order to be modulated and sent through the propagation channel into
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a frame structure. After propagating through the channel, the signal is demodulated and the

reconstituted MP is sent to the MAC layer into the RTM. The RTM processes the incoming MP

and decides whether the transmission is successful or not and sends an ACKnowledgment (ACK)

or a Negative ACKnowledgment (NACK) back to the transmitter accordingly. The RTM then

delivers fragments that are sent to the SAR that reconstitutes the IPP. This scheme corresponds

to a Stop-and-Wait one that covers most of the actual existing usages (in a multiple transmission

mode). In the rest of the document, we will drop the subscripts for FR and MP for simplicity.

B. Retransmission Protocol Description

In order to give an accurate description of the different retransmission schemes, we propose to

distinguish between the manipulations operated at the transmitter side, called the Retransmission

Mechanism (RM), and the manipulations performed at the receiver side, called the Receiver

Processing (RP). Note that usually the standards depict the RM while the RP is left to the

manufacturer. Although our description framework fits to any retransmission protocol, due to

the lack of space we will only focus on a few selected schemes below. In the rest of the document,

we say that a packet is "received" (or equivalently "OK") when it is received without error.

1) Retransmission Mechanisms: We describe three RMs considered in this paper. The RM

describes the way each FR is transformed into MPs and how the transmitter reacts upon con-

tinuously receiving NACKs (as soon as an ACK is received, each RM starts again the process

with the next FR). For each RM, we assume that the FR includes the payload, the header and

the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) parity bits to check the packet integrity at the receiver

side. In this paper we consider truncated HARQ schemes with a finite number of transmissions

per MP as introduced in [13] in order to bound the maximum transmission delay. At the MAC

layer, the maximum transmission credit per FR is denoted by Pmax and will play an important

role in the HARQ performance.

RM1: The MP is the FR. The transmitter retransmits the same MP until Pmax is reached.

RM2: The MP is obtained by encoding the FR with a FEC of rate R. Then it works as RM1.

RM3: The FR is firstly encoded by a FEC of rate R0 (known as the mother code). The redundancy

bits are then split into nIR MPs by following the rate compatible coding principle introduced

in [14]. The length of the MPs are in general not constant and depend upon the selected set

of puncturing patterns. The transmitter transmits the MP sequence {MP(i)}nIR
i=1 in a cyclic way
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until the maximum number of transmissions per FR is reached.

2) Receiver Processing: We describe four RPs considered in this paper. The RP depicts the

way the received MPs are processed in order to decide if the decoded FR is corrupted or not.

RP1: The receiver decodes the MPs one by one.

RP2: The receiver combines the received MPs linearly according to the Maximum Ratio Com-

bining (MRC) principle, and then applies RP1.

RP3: It consists in processing sequentially the incoming MPs: decode MP(1), then concatenate

MP(2) with MP(1) and decode the resulting packet, then concatenate MP(3) with MP(2) and

MP(1), and so on up to the concatenation with MP(nIR). If the FR is still in error after receiving

MP(nIR), the memory is flushed and the process starts again.

RP4: After processing the nIR first received MPs as in RP3, the incoming MPk,n(m), m > nIR,

is linearly combined with the packets MPk,n(m′) according to the MRC principle, where m′ = m

mod nIR.

Notice that the standard ARQ corresponds to the scheme RM1+RP1. The type-I HARQ is

the scheme RM2+RP1. The Chase-Combining (CC) HARQ developed in [15] is obtained as

(RM1 or RM2)+RP2 and will be noted CC-HARQ. The Incremental Redundancy (IR) HARQ

with flush memory is described by RM3+RP3 and will be noted IR-HARQ. The incremental

redundancy HARQ associated with Chase Combining is described by RM3+RP4 and will be

noted IC-HARQ.

C. Cross-layer Strategies

The conventional retransmission schemes are usually applied at the MAC layer, which ac-

cording to the layer model depicted in Fig. 1 correspond to the fragment level after the SAR.

For truncated schemes, once the Pmaxth transmission fails, the fragment is dropped and the

retransmission process is started again with the next fragment. Recently, based on the fact that

if one fragment is missing at the receiver side the corresponding IP packet at the Network

layer is dropped, the authors in [4] proposed to enhance the ARQ scheme by granting a global

transmission credit, noted C, to the set of fragments belonging to the same IP packet before the

SAR. Thus, rather than allowing each of the N fragments to be transmitted Pmax times, the new

scheme allocates C transmissions to the set of the N fragments. Results in [4] show that this

cross-layer strategy outperforms the conventional one. In the later we will refer the conventional
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strategy to as Fragment-Based Strategy (FBS) and the cross-layer one to as IP-Based Strategy

(IBS). In [4] the strategy was applied to the ARQ scheme and in this paper, we apply it to the

HARQ (RP2, RP3, RP4).

D. Performance Metric Definitions

The metrics considered in this paper are: packet error rate, efficiency, and packet delay. For

the FBS, all the metrics can be considered at the FR level and at the IP level, whereas for the

IBS, only the IP level makes sense. For the notation, we will put the subscript ’F’ for the FR

level and ’I’ for the IP level. We also put the superscript ’F’ for the standard strategy FBS and

’I’ for the cross-layer strategy IBS. Thus, to one metric "X", we will consider three different

values: XF
F (eventually denoted by XF since XI

F does not make sense) , XF
I , and XI

I.

The packet error rate, noted Π, is defined as the probability that a packet fails to be

transmitted. The efficiency, noted η, is defined as the average number of correctly received

bits per transmitted bit. The packet delay, noted n, is defined as the average number of MP

needed to transmit one packet correctly from the transmitter to the receiver.

In previous definitions, if the FR level is considered, the mentioned packet is the FR whereas

if the IP level is considered, the mentioned packet is the IPP.

III. METRIC ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION DERIVATIONS

We first derive the efficiency that is the most challenging issue concerning the performance

metrics derivations. We then focus on the derivations of the delay and the PER. Our main novelty

consists in obtaining general closed-form expressions valid for the FBS and IBS strategies at IP

level whatever the retransmission mechanism schemes. Afterward, we inspect some particular

interesting cases such as Packet with Equal Length, or ARQ schemes. Finally, we treat the way

to evaluate numerically these new closed-form expressions.

Before going further, let us introduce some notations. The term px
M(k) denotes the probability

that M successive fragments are successfully received in exactly k MP transmissions for the

xBS strategy. When k < M , px
M(k) = 0. When M = 1, px

M(k) is independent of the strategy,

and we will just write it p1(k).
A. Efficiency

1) Efficiency General Expression: A very general mathematical expression for the efficiency

can be found by using the renewal theory [16]. The renewal theory was proposed to derive
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throughput expressions in [17], [18] for the ARQ scheme and [8] for the IR-HARQ scheme

relying on capacity achieving codes. This approach remains valid for deriving the efficiency

for any HARQ scheme at any level with any cross-layer strategy. Since the efficiency as no

dimension (compared to throughput that is expressed in bits per second or bits per second per

Hertz), the time index t in [16] as to be taken as the number of transmitted bits, and is noted k

here in order to avoid confusion. Let R denote the random variable modeling the reward process

and Ri its realization corresponding to the reward in bits for the ith successful packet reception.

Let N(k) be the number of decoded packets up to time k. Then, the average number of correct

received bits per transmitted bit, i.e. the efficiency, is given by η = limk→∞
1
k

∑N(k)
i=1 Ri. Let B

denote the random variable modeling the number of transmitted bits between two rewards and

Bi its realization corresponding to the number of bits transmitted between the events (i−1) and

i. According to the renewal reward theorem [16], we have

η =
E[R]

E[B]
. (1)

In our case, the reward amount Ri is constant and is equal to the received packet size L. Notice

that, in the rest of this paragraph, the "packet" refers to as i) the fragment (of length L = LFR)

if FR level is studied or ii) the IP packet (of length L = LIPP) if IP level is studied. We thus

have η = L/τ , where τ := E[B] is equal to the average number of transmitted bits between

two successive received packets (:= meaning by definition). If n̂ denotes the average number of

transmitted bits when the transmission is successful, and ň the average number of transmitted

bits when the transmission fails, then when the packet is transmitted after k attempts (with

failure), the average number of transmitted bits is equal to n̂ + kň with probability Πk(1− Π)

and we can write τ =
∑∞

k=0 (n̂+ kň)Πk(1− Π), where Π is the PER of the considered packet.

After some basic computation we get τ = n̂+ ňΠ/(1− Π), which finally leads to

η =
L(1− Π)

n̂(1− Π) + ňΠ
. (2)

For the sake of clarity, we have omitted the superscript and subscript for the variables in (2)

since it is a very general expression that is valid at any layer and for any cross-layer strategy.

The efficiency is thus characterized by three quantities ň, n̂, and Π that should be computed

according to the considered layer and cross-layer strategy.

We now derive the expressions for n̂ and ň at the FR level, then at the IP level for the FBS

and the IBS.
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2) Derivations for n̂F: we introduce wk :=
∑k

i=1 δ(i mod nIR) which gives the total number of

bits transmitted at the kth transmission. The average number of transmitted bits per successful

transmitted FR is then given by n̂F =
∑Pmax

k=1 wk Pr{FR received in k transmissions | FR OK}.
Thanks to the Bayes’s rule, we have

n̂F =
1

1− ΠF

Pmax∑

k=1

wkp1(k). (3)

3) Derivations for ňF: the average number of transmitted bits when the FR fails to be received

is obviously equal to

ňF =
Pmax∑

i=1

δ(i mod nIR) = wPmax . (4)

Let us now move at the IP level which is the main purpose of this paper.

4) Derivations for n̂F
I : for the FBS, as the fragments are independent and identically dis-

tributed, we can easily show that the average number of transmitted bits is equal to N times the

average number of transmitted bits per FR,

n̂F
I = Nn̂F. (5)

5) Derivations for ňF
I : after very tedious derivations reported in Appendix A, we obtain the

following simple expression

ňF
I = N

ΠF

ΠF
I

(ňF − n̂F) +Nn̂F. (6)

6) Derivations for n̂I
I: for the IBS, we have to list all the events corresponding to a successful

IPP packet transmission. Each of these events is composed of N successful FR transmissions

as long as the total number of MP retransmissions is less than C and can be described by the

set ÊI
I(i) := { F1(i1) and F2(i2) and · · · FN(iN) | i ∈ R} with Fj(`) = {FR(j) is received

in ` MPs} and R = {i ∈ NN
∗ |
∑N

k=1 ik ≤ C}. Then the average number of transmitted bits

in this case is given by n̂I
I =

∑
i∈R e(i) Pr{ÊI

I(i)| IP packet OK} where e(i) is the number

of bits associated with the event ÊI
I(i). One can easily deduce that e(i) is equal to the total

number of bits transmitted for the N fragments, and is equal to e(i) =
∑N

k=1wik . Since events

Fj(k) are independent, we have Pr{Ê(i)| IP packet KO} = (1−ΠI
I)
−1
∏N

k=1 Pr{Fk(ik)}. Since

Pr{Fi(k)} = p1(k), n̂I
I takes the following form

n̂I
I =

1

1− ΠI
I

∑

i∈R

[ N∏

k=1

p1(ik)
N∑

k=1

wik

]
. (7)
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7) Derivations for ňI
I: some non-trivial algebraic manipulations given in Appendix B lead to

ňI
I =

1

ΠI
I


 q(C − 1)wC +

N−1∑

j=2

∑

i∈Tj

j−1∏

k=1

p1(ik)q(C −mi(j − 1)− 1)(ri(j − 1) + wC−mi(j−1))

+
∑

i∈TN

N−1∏

k=1

p1(ik)q(C −mi(N − 1))(ri(N − 1) + wC−mi(N−1))


 , (8)

where mi(j) :=
∑j

k=1 ik is the number of MPs, ri(j) :=
∑j

k=1wik is the number of transmitted

bits for transmitting the j first FRs, Tj := {i ∈ Nj−1
∗ |

∑j−1
k=1 ik < C}, and

q(i) :=





1 for i = 0,
∏i−1

k=0 πk for i > 0.
(9)

which correspond to the probability that one FR is still not correctly received (KO) after i

transmissions.

Unlike ňF
I given by (6), we have not found way to get a more compact expression for ňI

I.

8) Final expressions for η: We give here a summary of the new closed-form expressions for

the efficiency proved in this paper. We only report ηF and ηF
I since ηI

I does not take a reasonable

compact form even if ηI
I will be numerically evaluated quite easily further (see Section IV).

When putting (3) and (4) into (2) and using (15), we get

ηF =
LFR

∑Pmax

k=1 p1(k)

(1−∑Pmax

k=1 p1(k))wPmax +
∑Pmax

k=1 wkp1(k)
. (10)

When putting (5) and (6) into (2) and using (10) and (15), we obtain

ηF
I = ηF(1− ΠF)N−1 (11)

which shows that ηF
I can be interestingly simply deduced from ηF by a multiplicative coefficient

which depends on the PER at the FR level. We can also prove that since (1−ΠF) ≤ 1, we have

ηF
I ≤ ηF which represents the price to pay to transmit N FRs instead of a single one.

B. Delay

At the FR level, the average number of transmitted MPs per successful FR transmission for

the FBS is given by nF =
∑Pmax

k=1 k Pr{FR received in k MPs | FR received} which leads to

nF =
1

1− ΠF

Pmax∑

k=1

kp1(k). (12)
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This previous equation has actually already been found in [12] for any HARQ scheme by using

the framework of Markov chain instead of a combinational approach as done here which leads

to a strongly different but equivalent shape for (12).

At the IP level for the FBS, the instantaneous delay for an IP packet is the sum of the N FR

transmission delays that are independent and identically distributed. Basic computation leads to

nF
I = NnF. (13)

In [4], the delay for the FBS at the IP level has been introduced with a much more complicated

form and only for ARQ scheme. Equation (13) is thus new for any HARQ scheme and is simple

since p1(k) only is involved. For the IBS, the reasoning is the same as for nF but at the IP layer.

We then get

nI
I =

1

1− ΠI
I

C∑

k=N

kpI
N(k). (14)

Equation (14) boils down to expression given in [4] for the ARQ scheme but is clearly now

justified for any HARQ scheme.

C. Packet Error Rate

The PER is defined as Πx
` = 1 − Pr{packet received} where the packet is either the MP (if

` = F) or the IPP (if ` = I) . According to the definition of px
M(k), we are able to give this

general expression of the PER

Πx
` = 1−

Kmax∑

k=Kmin

px
M(k), (15)

where we have

• Kmin = 1, Kmax = Pmax,M = 1 for ΠF. For ΠF, this expression is already well-known and

different approaches for the proof can be found in [8], [12] for several HARQ schemes.

• Kmin = N,Kmax = NPmax,M = N for ΠF
I . Concerning ARQ scheme, it is proven in [4]

that ΠF
I = 1 − (1 − π0)N where π0 denotes the FR error rate. Once again only for ARQ

scheme, (15) has been given in [19] but not explicitly since we have to transform a Gilbert-

Elliot channel into a single state based channel to obtain it. Inasmuch as the FR transmissions

are independent, ΠF
I can be straightforwardly simplified as follows: ΠF

I = 1− (1− ΠF)N .

• Kmin = N,Kmax = C,M = N for ΠI
I. In [4], ΠI

I has been provided with this form but only

proven for the ARQ scheme. Therefore, our extension to any HARQ scheme is new.
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The proposed framework enables us to obtain the following theorem proven in Appendix C.

Theorem 1 For any retransmission scheme and for C ≥ NPmax, ΠI
I < ΠF

I .

So, when C ≥ NPmax, it is always beneficial from a packet error rate point of view to use the

cross-layer scheme IBS rather than the FBS one at the IP level.

D. Some particular cases

1) MPs with equal length: The efficiency expressions obtained in Subsection III-A can be

greatly simplified when the MAC packets have the same length (equal to LMAC). In such a case,

we have δk = LMAC for each k, which implies wk = kLMAC. As a consequence, by putting

ρ = LFR/LMAC, we obtain

ηF =
ρ
∑Pmax

k=1 p1(k)

(1−∑Pmax

k=1 p1(k))Pmax +
∑Pmax

k=1 kp1(k)
, (16)

and

ηF
I =

ρ
(∑Pmax

k=1 p1(k)
)N

(1−∑Pmax

k=1 p1(k))Pmax +
∑Pmax

k=1 kp1(k)
. (17)

Whereas (16) is already known and can be found in [8], [11], (17) is new.

In Appendix A, the term ri(n) =
∑n

k=1wik can be replaced with LMAC

∑n
k=1 ik, which leads

after some tedious calculations to the following more simple expression for ηI
I

ηI
I =

Nρ
∑C

k=N p
I
N(k)

C(1−∑C
k=N p

I
N(k)) +

∑C
k=N kp

I
N(k)

. (18)

This previous expression is new. It seems to be a trivial extension of (16) by replacing p1(k)

with pI
N(k) and Pmax by C. Nevertheless, our derivations show that the extension was not

straightforward and needed hard works.

2) ARQ scheme: We are obviously in the context of MP with equal length since the same

MP is sent per FR. Then, the term p1(k) can be easily written as (1− π0)π0
k−1, and pI

N(k) =
(
k−1
N−1

)
(1− π0)Nπk−N0 as proved in [4]. We are able to prove the following results1:

ΠF
I = 1− (1− π0)N , ΠI

I = Iπ0(C −N + 1, N) (19)

1Note that some of the results presented here have been obtained after tedious calculations, and proofs are omitted due the

page limitation.
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ηF
I = ρ(1− π0)(1− πPmax

0 )N−1 (20)

ηI
I =

Nρ(1− π0)α(π0)

C(1− π0)Bπ0(C −N + 1, N) +Nα(π0)− (1− π0)NπC−N+1
0

(21)

nF
I = N

(
Pmax +

1

1− π0

+
Pmax

πPmax
0 − 1

)
, nI

I =
N

1− π0

− (1− π0)N−1πC−N+1
0

α(π0)
(22)

where Bx(a, b) is the incomplete Beta function as defined in [20, Eq. (8.391)], Ix(a, b) is the

normalized incomplete Beta function as defined in [20, Eq. (8.392)], and α(π0) = B(C −N +

1, N)B1−π0(N,C−N+1)/B(N,C−N+1) with B(a, b) = B1(a, b) the complete Beta function.

One can note that our previous expressions at the IP level for FBS and IBS are new, except

for ΠF
I . To obtain the expressions for the MAC level, we just have to put N = 1. At the MAC

level, ΠF = π0 and ηF = ρ(1 − π0) which are well-known results. In contrast, the expression

of the delay is also new. Thanks to these expressions at the IP level, one can prove that, when

π0 → 1 (corresponding to low SNR case), the limit for the delay is counter-intuitive since it is

equal to N(Pmax + 1)/2 for FBS and N(C + 1)/(N + 1) for IBS and thus are different from

the maximum delay.

IV. PERFORMANCE METRICS COMPUTATION

We can show that the pI
N(k) can be expressed as a function of the p1(k), and as a consequence,

all the performance metrics expressions established in the previous section can be computed from

the p1(k). In the following we first derive the link between pI
N(k) and the p1(k), and then provide

insights about the evaluation of the p1(k).

A. Computation of pI
N(k)

The computation of the pI
N(k) can be done by using (33) given in Appendix C. However,

such a way requires a huge amount of calculations since we have to explicit all the elements

of QI
N,k. As soon as k or N become large, the cardinality of QI

N,k is large and exhibiting all

the elements of QI
N,k becomes an untractable problem. Here, we show that the pI

N(k) can be

computed recursively from the p1(k). By noticing that the probability that N MPs are received in

k transmissions is equal to the probability that (N−1) MPs are received in (N−1) transmissions

along with one MP received in (k − N + 1) transmissions, (i.e. p1(k − N + 1)pI
N−1(N − 1))

or, that (N − 1) MPs are received in N transmissions along with one MP received in (k −N)
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transmissions, (i.e. p1(k−N)pI
N−1(N)), or so on until that (N − 1) MPs are received in (k− 1)

transmissions along with one MP received in one transmission, (i.e. p1(1)pI
N−1(k − 1)), we can

express pI
N(k) as follows

pI
N(k) =

k−N+1∑

i=1

p1(i)pI
N−1(k − i). (23)

This algorithm has a polynomial complexity in multiply and add operations since the cardinality

of these operations is equal to (n− 1)(k − n+ 1)(k − n+ 2)/2.

B. Approximate Computation of p1(k)

Except for very seldom cases, closed-form expressions for p1(k) can not be derived and we

need to evaluate it numerically through tight approximations. To treat this problem, we split it

into two categories: i) Type-I HARQ (i.e. RP1) and ii) Type-II HARQ (i.e. RP2, RP3, RP4).

1) Type-I HARQ: when the channel fades or noises each MP in an uncorrelated manner, we

simply have p1(k) = (1− π0)π0
k−1 where we remind that π0 is the FR/MP error rate. For non-

coded schemes (ARQ, i.e. RM1-RP1), we have π0 = 1− (1− Pe)LFR where Pe is the bit error

rate. Pe can then be computed exactly, and its closed-form expression will depend on the nature

of the channel (e.g. Gaussian/Rayleigh/Erasure), of the constellations (e.g. PAM/PSK/QAM) and

can be found in [21]. For coded schemes (i.e. RM2-RP1), one can only found approximations

for π0 in the literature. Although an exhaustive review of this type of literature is out of the

scope of our paper, we hereafter list some references dedicated to some FEC schemes. For

convolutional codes one can use the union bound [14]. For turbo-codes, methods have been

proposed to estimate the floor error probability [22] and the waterfall error probability [23]

using the extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) chart technique. For LDPC codes, one can use

the recent results in [24] applied to binary erasure channel.

2) Type-II HARQ: the term p1(k) cannot be longer expressed as a function of π0 since the FR

error rate depends now on the number of associated MPs. To overcome this problem, we rather

write p1(k) = q(k−1)−q(k) as done in [8] and [18], where q(k) is defined in (9). We now focus

on the computation of q(k) for which we resort to approximations. As done in [25], we consider

that q(k) ≈ νk where νi = Pr {Ki} with the event Ki = {FR is KO after i transmissions}. As

q(k) can equivalently be written as q(k) = Pr
{
∩ki=1Ki

}
, the approximation works as if νi ≈ 1

for i < k. Even if this approximation seems to be rough, we will see that it is actually tight
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enough. From now, our problem boils down to compute νk. The computation of νk can be done

very similarly to the computation of π0 in the type-I HARQ case. For instance, let us focus on the

Gaussian channel for the sake of simplicity. When CC-HARQ (RM1/RM2-RP2) is employed, we

have νk = Q
(√

2kγ1γ2SNR
)

where γ1 is a constant that depends on the constellation, γ2 is the

"coding gain" associated with the FEC scheme, and Q(.) is the Gaussian tail function [21]. Other

closed-form expressions for νk can be found in [21] for Rayleigh and multipath fading channels.

For IR-HARQ (RM3-RP3), the fact that q(k) ≈ νk is valid only when Pmax ≤ nIR. Then νk is

the codeword error rate associated with the kth puncturing coding scheme. When Pmax > nIR,

q(k) may be far away from νk as soon as k > nIR since q(k) should take into account that several

MP have already failed whereas νk is not able to take into account this phenomenon if memory

has been flushed. Nevertheless, it is preferable to combine the multiple packets replicas using

IC-HARQ than flushing the memory. For IC-HARQ (RM3-RP4), q(k) ≈ νk is a priori valid

but further investigations need to be done to compute the value of νk. Note that in [8], similar

approach has been used for evaluating p1(k), i.e. they use the fact that p1(k) = q(k− 1)− q(k).

But, in [8], p1(k) is defined as the complementary of the outage probability for IR-HARQ (and

so independent of practical coding scheme), and Ki is the outage event of the system after i

transmissions, and the approximation becomes an equality which means that q(k) = νk.

When the approximation q(k) ≈ νk is not accurate enough or/and when νk can not be

approximated tightly enough, we have to use a semi-analytical approach consisting in estimating

p1(k) by extensive simulation leading to run the HARQ scheme at the MAC level. All the

performance metrics can be then computed at the IP layer for the various cross-layer strategies

by replacing the estimated values of p1(k) in the expressions described in our paper. Notice

that this approach guaranties that the evaluated performance are equal to the true ones since the

analytical expressions do not contain any approximation (within about the p1(k) error estimation).

Compared to a completely empirical evaluation approach, this semi-analytical approach allows

nevertheless to save a lot of simulation time since the simulation at the IP level which is not

necessary in this semi-analytical approach is much more demanding than at the MAC level.

Moreover, one set of estimated p1(k) allows to compute performance for both FBS and IBS

strategies and for various values of parameters, C, Pmax, N without running the system again.
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V. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS

We inspect the numerical accuracy of the proposed closed-form expressions of the considered

performance metrics. We therefore plot three kinds of performance evaluation: i) the analytical

ones; all the metrics are computed according to their respective closed-form expressions depend-

ing on p1(k). Then p1(k) is computed via the theoretical approximations suggested in Subsection

IV-B. ii) the semi-analytical ones; once again, all the metrics are computed according to their

respective closed-form expressions depending on p1(k). But the terms p1(k) are now estimated

empirically by simulating the channel coding. This approach enables us to omit simulating the

HARQ mechanism. Moreover the values of p1(k) can be put in pre-computed tables. iii) the

empirical ones; the whole HARQ mechanism and the channel coding are simulating including

the IP layer and the cross-layer strategy.

We have chosen two HARQ schemes:

• a CC scheme (RM2-RP2) implemented using the Universal Mobile Telecommunications

System turbo code of rate 1/2 [26] with uncoded block length of K = 1152,

• an IR scheme (RM3-RP3) implemented with the Rate Compatible Punctured Convolutional

(RCPC) codes introduced in [14], with a mother code of rate R0 = 1/4. We have chosen

the rates as {8/9, 4/5, 4/7, 1/2} and the uncoded block length as K = 128 for which the

incremental redundancy packet lengths are equal to: δ0 = 144 δ1 = 16, δ2 = 64, δ3 = 32.

The number of fragments per IP packet is fixed to N = 3. The size of the FR is LFR = K.

The maximum number of transmissions per FR in the FBS is fixed to Pmax = 4 for the IR

and Pmax = 3 for the CC. The global credit in the IBS is fixed to C = NPmax and thus equal

to C = 12 for the IR and C = 9 for the CC. The modulation is a Binary Phase Shift Keying

(BPSK) for the CC scheme and a Quaternary Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) for the IR one. We have

considered both Gaussian and Rayleigh channels with an additive, white, zero-mean Gaussian

noise.

In Fig. 2, we compare the estimated values of q(k) and the approximate ones obtained by

following the suggestion done in Subsection IV-B for the above-mentioned CC and IR schemes in

Gaussian channel. The approximation is thus tight enough. From Fig. 3 to Fig. 8, we respectively

plot the efficiency, the delay and the PER for the analytical, semi-analytical, and empirical

approaches. As expected, there is a perfect agreement between the empirical and semi-analytical
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approaches which validates the proposed closed-form expressions. However, we observe slight

difference between the analytical and semi-analytical approaches only due to the channel coding

evaluation.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have derived analytical expressions of performance metrics (efficiency, delay,

PER) for a wide range of truncated HARQ retransmission schemes encompassing new cross-

layer strategies. We have especially proposed a new general expression for the efficiency even

valid when the incremental redundancy packets do not have the same length. These expressions

allowed us to speed up notably the metrics computation.

APPENDIX

A. Details for the calculation of ňF
I

Let us then note the event Gi(j) := {F̄1 and F̄2 and . . . and F̄j and Fj+1(i1) and . . . and

FN(iN−j) }, where F̄k is the event FR(k) is not received. The event Gi(j), 1 ≤ j ≤ N ,

corresponds to the case where the first j fragments are not received and the (N − j) remaining

ones are successfully transmitted. For a given j, the indices {i1, i2, . . . , iN−j} belong to the set

Sj := {i = [i1, i2, · · · , iN−j] ∈ NN−j
∗ |∀k, ik ≤ Pmax}. Noticing that the number of possible events

that have j FRs KO is
(
N
j

)
. As ňF

I corresponds to the fact that at least one FR is not received given

that the IPP is not received, we can write ňF
I =

∑N
j=1

(
N
j

)∑
i∈Sj gi(j) Pr{Gi(j)| IP packet KO}

where gi(j) is the number of transmitted bits associated with the event Gi(j). This leads to

ňF
I = (ΠF

I )−1

N∑

j=1

(
N

j

)∑

i∈Sj

gi(j) Pr{Gi(j)}. (24)

When a FR is not received, the corresponding number of transmitted bits is equal to wPmax

bits. Thus we can write gi(j) = jwPmax + ri(N − j). For j = N , all the FRs are in error and

thus we have Pr{Gi(N)} = (ΠF)N with gi(N) = NwPmax . For j < N , the probability that j

FRs are not received is equal to (ΠF)j and the probability that the (N − j) remaining FRs are

received is equal to
∏N−j

k=1 p1(ik), which gives Pr{Gi(j)} = (ΠF)j ·∏N−j
k=1 p1(ik) for 1 ≤ j < N ,

and Pr{Gi(N)} = (ΠF)N . Putting the previous expressions into (24) leads to a sum of three
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terms ňF
I = A1 + A2 + A3 with

A1 = NwPmax

(ΠF)N

ΠF
I

, (25)

A2 =
wPmax

ΠF
I

N−1∑

j=1

(
N

j

)
j(ΠF)j

∑

i∈Sj

N−j∏

k=1

p1(ik), (26)

A3 =
1

ΠF
I

N−1∑

j=1

(
N

j

)
(ΠF)j

∑

i∈Sj

(
N−j∏

k=1

p1(ik)

N−j∑

k=1

wik

)
. (27)

Due to the lack of space, the proofs of the two following lemmas are omitted.

Lemma 1
∑

i∈Sj

∏N−j
k=1 p1(ik) = (1− ΠF)N−j .

Lemma 2
∑

i∈Sj

(∏N−j
k=1 p1(ik)

∑N−j
k=1 wik

)
= (N − j)(1− ΠF)N−j−1

∑Pmax

k=1 wkp1(k).

From Lemma 1, we can write A2 =
wPmax

ΠF
I

∑N−1
j=1

(
N
j

)
j(ΠF)j(1− ΠF)N−j which implies that

A2 = NwPmax

ΠF

ΠF
I

(1− (ΠF)N−1). (28)

From Lemma 2, we have A3 = 1
ΠF

I

∑N−1
j=1

(
N
j

)
(ΠF)j(N − j)(1 − ΠF)N−jn̂F, which, after some

calculations, leads to

A3 = N

(
1− ΠF

ΠF
I

)
n̂F. (29)

From (25) and (28) we have A1 +A2 = NwPmaxΠF/Π
F
I . Thus from (4) and (29), we obtain the

final expression provided in (6).

B. Details for the calculation of ňI
I

For the IBS, we have to take into account that the N FRs share the same global transmission

credit and cannot be treated independently. Thus, the event associated with the failure of the

IP packet transmission can be represented by the event ĚI
I :=

⋃N
j=1 H(j) with H(1) = {FR(1)

consumes all the credit}, H(j) = {FR(1) OK, and FR(2) OK, and ... and FR(j − 1) OK, and

FR(j) consumes the remaining credit}, for j < 1 < N , and H(N) = {FR(1) OK, and FR(2)

OK, and ... and FR(N−1) OK and FR(N) KO with the remaining credit}. As we will see after,

we need to separate these three different cases for H(j) : i) j = 1, ii) 1 < j < N , and iii) j = N .

Before going further, one can remark that H(1) = {F̄1}, H(j) =
⋃
i∈Tj Hi(j), for 1 < j < N ,

where Hi(j), for 1 < j < N , is the event defined as Hi(j) := {F1(i1) and F2(i2) and . . .
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and Fj−1(ij−1) and F̃j(i)} where F̃j(i) is the event that FR(j) consumes the remaining credit

whenever it is successfully received or not, and H(N) =
⋃
i∈TN Hi(N), where Hi(N) = {F1(i1)

and F2(i2) and . . . and FN−1(iN−1) and F̄N}.
We then can write

ňI
I = h(1) Pr{H(1)| IP packet KO}+

N∑

j=2

∑

i∈Tj

hi(j) Pr{Hi(j)| IP packet KO},

which is also equal to ňI
I = (ΠI

I)
−1
(
h(1) Pr{H(1)}+

∑N
j=2

∑
i∈Tj hi(j) Pr{Hi(j)}

)
, where

hi(j) (resp. h(1)) is the number of transmitted bits associated with the event Hi(j) (resp. H(1)).

We now present the computation of h(1), Pr{H(1)}, hi(j) and Pr{Hi(j)} for 1 < j ≤ N .

Case: j = 1. The probability Pr{H(1)} = Pr{F̄1} is actually the probability that the first FR

has consumed C transmissions whenever it is successfully received or not which means that the

first FR is still KO after C − 1 transmissions. Therefore, we have

Pr{H(1)} = q(C − 1), (30)

and the corresponding number of transmitted bits h(1) is wC .

Case: 1 < j < N . In this case, the event Hi(j) corresponds to the successful transmission

of the first (j − 1) FRs, followed by the transmission of FR(j) which consumes the remaining

credits whenever it is successfully received or not. The remaining credit left after the (j−1) FRs

transmission is equal to C−mi(j−1). Thus, following the same reasoning as for j = 1, we have

Pr{F̃j(i)} = q(C −mi(j − 1)− 1). Since FR transmissions are independent and remembering

that Pr{Fi(k)} = p1(k), we thus easily deduce that

Pr{Hi(j)} =
∑

i∈Tj

j−1∏

k=1

p1(ik)q(C −mi(j − 1)− 1), (31)

and that the corresponding number of transmitted bits hi(j) is ri(j − 1) + wC−mi(j−1).

Case: j = N . In that case, FR(N) is necessarily KO at the Cth transmission, which gives

Pr{F̄N} = q(C −mi(N − 1)). We then deduce that

Pr{H(N)} =
∑

i∈TN

N−1∏

k=1

p1(ik)q(C −mi(N − 1)), (32)

and that the corresponding number of transmitted bits hi(N) is ri(N − 1) +wC−mi(N−1). Thus,

from (30), (31), (32), and the corresponding number of transmitted bits, ňI
I takes the form

provided in (8).
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C. Proof of Theorem 1

Noticing that the different events related to px
N(k) are constituted by successive independent

successful transmissions of N FRs, we can write

px
N(k) =

∑

i∈Qx
N,k

N∏

m=1

p1(im) (33)

where the sets Qx
N,k are defined as: QF

N,k = {i = [i1, i2, · · · , iN ] ∈ NN
∗ |
∑N

m=1 im = k, ik ≤
Pmax}, and QI

N,k = {i = [i1, i2, · · · , iN ] ∈ NN
∗ |
∑N

m=1 im = k}. With such set definitions, we

can easily establish the following properties:

• P1: ∀k,N ≤ k < Pmax +N ⇒ QF
N,k = QI

N,k,

• P2: ∀k, Pmax +N ≤ k ≤ NPmax ⇒ QF
N,k ⊂ QI

N,k,

• P3: For the FBS, ∀k, k > NPmax, ⇒ pF
N(k) = 0.

Let us note ∆ = ΠF
I −ΠI

I. From (33) along with P1 and P3, we can write for C ≥ NPmax: ∆ =
∑NPmax

k=Pmax+N(pI
N(k)− pF

N(k)) +
∑C

k=NPmax+1 p
I
N(k). Noting Q̄k,N := QI

N,k \ {QI
N,k ∩QF

N,k}, then

according to P2, we get: ∆ =
∑NPmax

k=Pmax+N

∑
q∈Q̄k,N

p1(q1)p1(q2) · · · p1(qn)+
∑C

k=NPmax+1 p
I
N(k).

Thus, since Q̄k,N 6= ∅ according to P2 and since p1(k) and pI
N(k) are strictly positive quantities,

we deduce that ∆ > 0 which concludes the proof.
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Fig. 2. Approximate and estimated q(k) values for CC-HARQ and IR-HARQ.
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Fig. 3. Efficiency at IP layer for IBS with N = 3, for CC-HARQ (C = 9) and IR-HARQ (C = 12).
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Fig. 4. Efficiency at IP layer for FBS with N = 3, for CC-HARQ (Pmax = 3) and IR-HARQ (Pmax = 4).
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Fig. 5. Delay at IP layer for IBS with N = 3, for CC-HARQ (C = 9) and IR-HARQ (C = 12).
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Fig. 6. Delay at IP layer for FBS with N = 3, for CC-HARQ (Pmax = 3) and IR-HARQ (Pmax = 4).
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Fig. 7. PER at IP layer for IBS with N = 3, for CC-HARQ (C = 9) and IR-HARQ (C = 12).
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Fig. 8. PER at IP layer for FBS with N = 3, for CC-HARQ (Pmax = 3) and IR-HARQ (Pmax = 4).
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